FUTURE AMAZING
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FUTURE AMAZING

MAXIMUM
FUNCTIONALIT Y
WITH ST YLE.
The ELITE series has been created
for high-performance control
environments offering an orderly
integration and protection of the
equipment, with a modern and very
stylized design, giving a very
pleasant visual without strident and
tiring designs.

HUMAN
FACTORS.

FUTURE
PROOF.

In all our consoles we provide the
interface between technology and
people. In control centre
environments ergonomics are more
important than ever, that is why our
control consoles not only meet but
exceed ergonomic and comfort
guidelines.

We know that today's technology
evolves and is upgraded tomorrow.
The design of the ELITE consoles
allows future updates & expansions
with the minimum disruptions.
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CABLE
MANAGEMENT

PERSONALITY
“There is nothing more
exciting in the world of
design than solving needs in
a simple and elegant way.”
Xavier Isart

TECHNOLOGY
INTEGRATION
Not just an empty box.
ELITE series offers a big
range of accessories for a
superior cable management
and technology integration.

ERGONOMICS
Designed to the advanced
ergonomic and functional
position requirements of the
operator, ELITE series
enhance the health and
productivity of operators
within the control room.
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A professional and
integrated cable
management that protects
and hides the wiring inside
the structure, providing easy
access through the console,
while giving you the
versatility to expand and
contract easily.

AVANTGARDE
DESIGN
Modern and avantgarde
design to fit any control
room environment,
contributing a nice visual
without estridences.

DESIGN & MANUFACTURE IN BARCELONA

ANY SPACE –
ANY SHAPE
ELITE series smart and
modular design offer an
unlimited design
configurations to fit in any
control room without loosing
any of the product features.

MADE TO LAST
Designed for 24/7 lifetime
use, with durable design
and strong materials that
combined offer a strong
product to last in the
toughest environments.

DESIGN
From a piece of paper to the control
room. A design is successful when it
improves the existing and provides
solutions for the future.

FUTURE
PROOF
Technology evolves.
Our consoles too. ELITE
series is highly modular that
fits your needs today, and
allows you to adapt to future
changes.

LED
LIGTHING
The different LED lighting
points and lines on the
consoles give the control
room a very dynamic and
modern look while helping
operators move and interact
with each other quickly and
efficiently.
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ANY
SPACE...

With the ELITE series we offer infinite
possibilities of configurations thanks
to a smart modular design. ELITE
consoles can be integrated in any
control room being a perfect solution
combining an avant-garde design,
high durability and ergonomics.
ELITE consoles can be manufactured
for both single operator and multiple
operators, for any space and in any
shape.

...ANY
...SHAPE

CONFIGURATIONS
Straight, curved, U-shaped,
L-shaped ...
Unlimited configurations to fit any
control room.
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CABLE
MANAGEMENT

POWER & DATA

The ELITE consoles series provides
clear pathways from top to bottom,
flowing hidden and safely through the
different parts of the console without
interruptions.

The cable solutions provided under
the work surface and equipment
cabinets guides cables through the
console directly to the PCs, power,
and data connections.

POWER & DATA
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Regardless of the type of equipment that is integrated into
the consoles, the ELITE series offers different storage
options. From the integration of lighter technology to the
storage of large equipment. Inside the cabinets, the
equipment can be placed both on pull-out trays or fixed in
19" frames.

SIDE
CABINET
Ideal when there is few or small
equipment or there is restricted
space between rows of consoles in
the room. With a capacity of up to 2
CPU towers, it also allows the
installation of 19" equipment, with a
maximum height of 11U. Always
equipped with ventilated doors and
security keys.

EQUIPMENT STORAGE
BACK
CABINET
The back equipment cabinet offers a
high load of equipment and
structured cabling, thanks to the
different wiring ducts placed on the
sides and top. All these accessories
have several mounting positions,
adapting to the individual
requirements of each project.
The CPU towers are installed in pullot trays to facilitate access and
installation. In addition, this cabinet
can be equipped with one or two
19” frames for rackable equipment.
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All ELITE series equipment cabinets
have natural convection ventilation,
through perforated areas in the doors
and in their structure. Optionally, for
the extraction of heat generated by
higher density equipment, the
cabinets can be equipped with low
noise fan units controlled with digital
thermostat.
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COOLING

Quick access to the
connectivity dock, both for
the operators personal use
and the console's general
connectivity.

CONNECTIVIT Y

The ELITE series provides different
areas for the installation of power and
data sockets, both for equipment and
for operators personal connectivity.
The equipment cabinets provide
vertical and horizontal areas for the
installation of PDUs. Always with a
secure and well-organized wiring.
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FUTURE AMAZING

ADJUSTABLE
CONSOLES

The ELITE_AIR series is the SITSTAND console that allows operators
to adjust the height to their needs to
sit or stand while they work.
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Taking a standing position
occasionally promotes better posture
that helps prevent back pain and
helps the operator use different
muscles in the body. This way
operators can stay focused on their
operations.

The immediate benefits of using sitstand consoles are:
_ It adapts to different body types.
_ Operator height adjustable.
_ Prevents back tensions and other
_ muscle aches.
_ Activate blood circulation.
_ Cost-effective.

MEET
FUTURE AMAZING

MEETING DESKS
Integrating technology while express
your company's style and philosophy.
The ELITE_MEET series allows the
safe and professional integration of
any type of technology, for dynamic
and efficient sessions. From simple
meeting and collaboration tables to
sophisticated technology tables for
war rooms and command centers. Its
intelligent design allows a safe and
correct installation of wiring
throughout the entire table.

The crisis tables allow the installation
of monitors and retractable
microphones and any type of
connectivity bars for the use of the
attendees.
The design of the ELITE_MEET is
continuous with the entire ELITE
series and also allows the creation of
any shape and finishes, however
unique. Round, square, rectangular,
U-shaped or V-shaped tables, any
type of table can be designed to
adapt to each meeting or crisis room.
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AUX
FUTURE AMAZING

AUXILIAR
FURNITURE
The ELITE series is completed by a
group of auxiliary products to
complete any corner of a control
centre.

ERGONOMY
Ergonomics in control centres is one
of the main factors to be considered.
That's why all the SPF consoles, fixed
or sit/stand, standard or customized,
not only meet, but exceed the
ergonomic guidelines.
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SPF products and solutions comply
with the UNE-EN 527-2 :2017 (Office
furniture – Work tables – Part 2:
Safety, strength and durability
requirements) and UNE-EN 1106404:2013 (Ergonomic design of control
centres – Part 4: Layout and
dimensions of workstations).

MATERIALS & FINISHES
BUILT TO LAST IN THE
TOUGHEST 24/7 ENVIRONMENTS

MAIN FRAME, FEET AND
CABINETS

WORK SURFACES, DOORS
AND DRAWERS

SPF consoles are designed to last.
Quality & durability is one of our
focus when creating a product. That's
why ELITE series are made of
strongest materials which combined
with a smart design makes a highly
durable product.

Steel - White RAL 9010 Steel

HPL Phenolic - 0085 MaxWHITE HPL

Aluminium RAL 9006Steel

Phenolic - 0077 Charcoal HPL

Anthracite RAL 7021

Phenolic - 1300 Aluminium HPL

And many more. Contact the sales department for more finishes.

WHITE / WHITE

WHITE / ALUMINIUM

WHITE / GRAFIT

WHITE / WOOD
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PASSION & DESIGN

DESIGN &
MANUFACTURE
IN BARCELONA

SPF Specialized Furniture is a
Barcelona based family company
specializing in the design and
manufacture of high-end consoles
and technical furniture for command
and control centres. Over the last 20
years, SPF founder team has been
designing and producing consoles
for the control room industries.
SPF specialty is the technical
consoles for 24/7 control centres of
intensive use, oriented to different
sectors:
_ Security
_ Transport
_ Airports
_ Emergency Services
_ Energy & Utilities
_ Process
_ Military
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The philosophy of the SPF products
is durability and provide the
maximum safety of the installed
equipment, always with avant-garde
designs and complying with the most
advanced ergonomics requirements.
SPF products and solutions comply
with the UNE-EN ISO 11064
standard that regulates all
parameters to be considered in the
ergonomic design of a control
centre.

STUDY THE PAST IF YOU
WOULD DEFINE THE FUTURE.
CONFUCIUS

CONTROL ROOM CONSOLES
MEETING AND CRISIS ROOM DESKS
ERGONOMIC SOLUTIONS
24/7 ERGONOMIC SEATING

Specialized Furniture SL
a

Les Comes, 44
08700 Igualada
Barcelona, SPAIN
a

Tel. +34 938 524 970
www.spfconsoles.com
info@spfconsoles.com
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